
Geography Year B

Year 1/2

Autumn
Here and there
understand geographical similarities and differences through studying the human and physical
geography of a small area of the United Kingdom, and of a small area in a contrasting
non-European country
name and locate the world’s 7 continents and 5 oceans

Spring
Where I live B
Geography of the Wirral
use basic geographical vocabulary to refer to:
key physical features, including: beach, cliff, coast, forest, hill, mountain, sea, ocean, river, soil,
valley, vegetation, season and weather
key human features, including: city, town, village, factory, farm, house, office, port, harbour and
shop

Summer
Maps and pictures
use world maps, atlases and globes to identify the United Kingdom and its countries, as well as
the countries, continents and oceans studied at this key stage
use simple compass directions (north, south, east and west) and locational and directional
language [for example, near and far, left and right], to describe the location of features and
routes on a map
use aerial photographs and plan perspectives to recognise landmarks and basic human and
physical features; devise a simple map; and use and construct basic symbols in a key

Y3/4

Autumn
Europe - Physical
Locate countries including Russia
Know 8 main European countries and capital cities
Identify biomes
Identify climate zones
Name and locate major mountain ranges, rivers, islands & volcanoes.

Use an atlas index
Use a key
Use 4 figure grid reference

Spring
Europe - Human
Locate countries including Russia
Know 5 main European countries and capital cities
Match country and human landmark.
Describe settlements and transport links



Use an atlas index
Use a key and scale
Use 4 figure grid reference

Summer
Europe - The Mediterranean Region
Locate the region of study.
Name bordering countries
Describe land use and settlement linked to physical geography.

Use an atlas index
Use a key and scale
Use 4 figure grid reference

Y5/6

Autumn
Wild World - Polar Regions
Name and locate poles and circles
Describe the physical and human features of the regions.
Describe the biomes
Describe issues facing the region.
Use maps to locate the region
Use an atlas index
Use a key and scale
Use 6  figure grid reference

Identify and locate latitude, longitude, Equator, Northern Hemisphere, Southern Hemisphere,
the Tropics of Cancer and Capricorn, Arctic and Antarctic Circles

Spring
Wild World - Plate Tectonics
Name and locate the Ring of Fire
Name and locate major volcanoes
Describe how the plates affect earthquakes, volcanoes and tsunamis.
Describe the impact of the plates on  physical geography features.
Describe the impact of the plates on humans
Use maps to locate the region
Use an atlas index
Use a key and scale
Use 6  figure grid reference
Identify and locate latitude, longitude, Equator, Northern Hemisphere, Southern Hemisphere,
the Tropics of Cancer and Capricorn, Arctic and Antarctic Circles

Summer
Wild World - world in danger
Name and locate the region affected
Describe the impact on the  physical geography features.
Describe the impact on humans.
Describe how we can take action.
Use maps to locate the region



Use an atlas index
Use a key and scale
Use 6  figure grid reference
Identify and locate latitude, longitude, Equator, Northern Hemisphere, Southern Hemisphere,
the Tropics of Cancer and Capricorn, Arctic and Antarctic Circles


